WB21 launched Crypto Currency Trading System
Singapore, August 1, 2018: The future of blockchain technology is a bright one, thus
WB21 announced today the launch of its Cryptocurrency trading system which enables
customers to enjoy seamless integration of cryptocurrency with the features of online
banking. The new feature that joined WB21’s array of services is giving every customer
the opportunity to buy, sell, hold and transfer Bitcoins without limitation on amounts.
It further enables customers to do an instant conversion of their cryptocurrency
holdings into any of the 28 fiat currencies that WB21 is offering.
In addition to the existing features where users can create an international bank
account in less than 8 minutes and fund their account via WB21 by sending deposits in
BTC, the newly launched cryptocurrency feature allows users to hold a balance in their
WB21 BTC wallet, use the BTC balance to buy and sell fiat currency or exchanging
bitcoin with other WB21 users instantly. The greatest attraction of the service is that
WB21 doesn’t impose any limitation on the number or value of transactions. After
converting cryptocurrency to fiat, users can withdraw funds not only to their own bank
accounts, but also send wire transfers to any bank account in the world.
The feature unifying fiat and crypto currencies is currently available for BTC and 28 fiat
currencies in 180 countries. Further currencies will be added later this year. WB21 is
the first digital bank to make Bitcoins fully bankable.
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WB21 is a digital bank that offers the entire account opening process online, in real
time for Private and Business clients from 180 countries. With more than 5 million
customers we protect customers’ funds with industry-leading security tools and our
global diversification concept, providing the highest level of protection by hosting
accounts at leading Banks, in multiple countries.
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